The TS-516 track scalping screening plant is ideal for heavy-duty applications that require screening of materials such as recycled concrete, iron ore and aggregates. The unit can also be used in crusher circuits. This robust, versatile machine handles sticky clay and topsoil and can process up to 570 TPH.
The heavy-duty, direct-feed system includes a rubber belt feeder and an optional Hardox® apron feeder for increased longevity in rigorous applications.

Three hydraulic, folding side conveyors allow easy transport and set-up times of 10 minutes or less.

With a high-energy, two-bearing, 16-foot by 5-foot screen box, the TS-516 offers 157 square feet of screening area and the ability to sort up to three different product sizes. Optional top deck bofar bars, top deck punch plate, heavy-duty top finger deck and bottom finger deck prolong screen and crusher life in rugged applications.

**FEATURES**

- A 63-inch-wide discharge conveyor, the widest in the industry, reduces jamming at the screen’s discharge point.
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**ENGINE**
129-horsepower CAT® C4.4 (Tier 3)

**HOPPER CAPACITY**
11.7 cubic yards

**STOCKPILE HEIGHT**
14 feet, 1 inch

**TOP DECK**
16 feet by 5 feet

**BOTTOM DECK**
15 feet, 4 inches by 5 feet

**DISCHARGE CONVEYOR**
63 inches wide with impact bed

**WEIGHT**
77,175 pounds